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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) 
 

What does CSA stand for? 
Category: About the Civil Service Agency 

CSA stands for the Civil Service Agency. 
 
Who is the head of the CSA? 
The head of the CSA is the Director-General. The current Director-General is Hon George K. 
Werner. 
 
When was the CSA created? 
The CSA was created in 1973 by an Act of the Legislature. 
 
What does the CSA do? 
The CSA is independent from all other Ministries and Agencies of Government and serves as 
the central government agency responsible for managing the Civil Service. It is responsible 
for improving the human resources, service delivery, effectiveness and efficiency of the 
Service, which entails planning human capacity needs, recruitment and selection, training and 
development, performance management, and career development of Civil Servants. 
Additionally, the CSA provides policy advice to the Government of Liberia in key areas of 
the Civil Service including organization, staffing, pay and benefits, pension, conditions of 
service and human resources development. Ultimately, the CSA ensures that the Liberian 
civil service is competent, professional and motivated and that it meets the workforce needs 
of the Government and delivers quality, efficient services to the people of Liberia. 
 
Where is the CSA? 
The Civil Service Agency is located on 63 Carey Street, Monrovia, Republic of Liberia. 
 
What is a Civil Servant? 
A Civil Servant is any individual employed within the civil administration of Liberia, which 
includes teachers and health workers. A Civil Servant is not military or security personnel nor 
is a Civil Servant an appointed or elected official or contracted to render a particular service 
to the Government of Liberia. 
 
What is a Public Servant? 
A Public Servant is one who works for the government of Liberia but is not covered under 
the Standing Orders of the Civil Service. A Public Servant is often appointed or elected. 
 
What does MAC stand for? 
MAC stands for Ministries, Agencies and Commissions. 
 
What is the size of the current Civil Service of the Government of Liberia? 
The present strength of the civil service is approximately 37,000 Civil Servants.  
 
What are some of the reasons for the decline in the Civil Service? 
The fifteen year civil war destroyed the Civil Service. The modicum of a merit-based, Civil 
Service system prevailing in the country was ruined. During the war, Civil Service standards, 
policies and procedures were largely ignored. Unqualified persons were hired into the Civil 
Service based on allegiance to warring factions rather than merit. 
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Are there age requirements to be a Civil Servant? 
Category: Employment in the Civil Service 

Yes. Civil Servants must be between eighteen (18) and sixty-five (65) years old. 
 
Who can become a Civil Servant? 
There are four basic eligibility requirements. These include Liberian citizenship, good 
character, between eighteen (18) years old and sixty-five years of age, and no criminal 
background. 
 
What is the Civil Service Test? 
The Civil Service Test is a two-hour long written examination that is designed to assess the 
knowledge, skills, and experiences of candidates interested in joining the Liberian Civil 
Service. Please note that in order for a candidate to be considered for a vacancy in the civil 
service, he/she must have passed the civil service test required for the position. 
 
When is the Civil Service Test offered? 
The Civil Service Test is offered every Tuesday and Thursday morning at 9:00am. To 
register for the Civil Service Test, please contact Employment Services, 63 Carey Street. 
 
How often can I take the Civil Service Test? 
You can sit the test up to three times within a year. If you fail, you must wait for at least two 
months before you will be eligible to sit the exam again. If you fail all three times, you will 
have to wait one year before you will be eligible to sit the test again. 
 
What happens if I fail the Civil Service Test? 
If you fail the test, you will have to wait two months before you will be eligible to sit the test 
again. 
 
What is the Merit-Based Recruitment and Selection Process? 
This process will ensure that the recruitment and hiring of Civil Servants occurs through a 
transparent, unbiased, and professional process. 
 
What does PAN stand for? 
PAN stands for Personnel Action Notice. 
 
What is a Personnel Action Notice (PAN)? 
A PAN is required for to be hired into the Civil Service. The process of processing PANs 
starts from the Ministry, Agency and Commission, which is forwarded to the Civil Service 
Agency for review. It is then forwarded to the Department of the Budget for further review 
and is then returned to the CSA Employment Service for filing. The last step to processing 
the PAN is send a copy to the Ministry of Finance Electronic Data Processing Unit for 
inclusion on the payroll and salary disbursement. 
 
How long does it take to process a PAN? 
It takes one week to process a PAN. 
 
Category: Pay and Grade of Civil Servants 
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How often do Civil Servants receive pay raises? 
 
Can a Civil Servant’s monthly salary be reduced? 
Yes. A Civil Servant’s monthly salary may be reduced for disciplinary purposes. In such 
cases the appointing authority must state whether the reduction is permanent or temporary, 
and if temporary, shall give the conditions or date upon which the salary will be restored. 
 
What happens when a Civil Servant reaches his/her maximum step or grade? 
When a Civil Servant reaches the maximum step or grade, he/she may choose to remain at 
his/her place of employment or seek employment elsewhere. 
 
Is the compensation of Civil Servants adjusted? 
Yes. There are periodic reviews of compensation in the Civil Service. As long as the 
government revenue increases, compensation for civil servants will be adjusted accordingly. 
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Category: Civil Service Reform Strategy (CSRS)? 
What is the Civil Service Reform Directorate? 
The CSRD is the lead department on the civil service reforms that are underway across 
government. It is comprised of three (3) professionals with extensive knowledge and 
background on the reforms and the civil service of Liberia. For more information, please visit 
the CSRD page. 
 
What is the Civil Service Reform Strategy (CSRS)? 
The Civil Service Reform Strategy (CSRS) is a roadmap that outlines the steps to transform 
the Civil Service into a competent, professional, and motivated workforce so that it is 
effective in sustainable human development. The Government of Liberia adopted the CSRS 
in June 2008. 
 
What does the Civil Service Reform Strategy focus on? 
The Civil Service Reform Strategy focuses on Restructuring and Rightsizing, Pay and 
Pension Reforms, Improving Service Delivery, Human Resources Management, Developing 
Leadership and Gender Equity in the Civil Service. 
 
What does restructuring the civil service mean? 
The meaning of restructuring varies according to the Government Institution, and it does not 
necessarily refer to downsizing. Under the Civil Service Reforms, some institutions will 
likely be expanded, due to increased mandates or functions or their strategic place. For other 
Institutions, however, restructuring will likely result in positions being deemed redundant, 
which will result in layoffs. 
 
Is there a difference between rightsizing and restructuring? 
Yes. Rightsizing refers to the placing of staff with the right qualification, skills and abilities 
within the rightful or appropriate department(s), to the right post, while downsizing refers to 
the laying off of personnel from an institution especially as a result of an institutional 
assessment that could led to a reduction in the functions and departments of the institution, 
thereby reducing the staff of that institution.   
 
What will happen to Civil Servants affected by the restructuring exercise? 
Civil Servants, who are laid off as a result of the restructuring exercise, will benefit from the 
Redirected Workers Program. The program is designed to counsel, retrain, reassign and/or 
redirect lay off workers. It is program intended to reduce separation anxiety from the civil 
service. 
 
What will the money that is saved from reforms be used for? 
The money saved will be directed toward other developmental initiatives for the collective 
good of the country. 
 
Which Government Institutions are involved in the Civil Service Reforms? 
The three collaborating institutions are the Civil Service Agency (CSA), the Governance 
Commission (GC), and the Liberia Institute of Public Administration (LIPA). 
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Category: Pension and retirement in the Civil Service 
When is a Civil Servant eligible for pension? 
A Civil Servant is eligible for pension at sixty-five years of age or twenty-five years of 
service. 
 
Is pension voluntary? 
No. An employee cannot voluntarily request to be pensioned. He/she must meet the pension 
requirements as laid down by the government. 
 
What pension benefits are available to Civil Servants? 
Civil Servants are eligible to receive monthly pension benefits once they have reached the 
age of 65 or have served 25 years. The amount of the pension benefit depends on the number 
of years of service as well as the last monthly salary. 
 
For more information about the pension scheme, please check out the CSA Pension 
Brochure, found here. 
 
Are there restrictions to employment once a Civil Servant has been pensioned? 
Yes. If a Civil Servant is pensioned, he/she can only work again in the Civil Service on a 
contractual basis. He/she cannot regularize his/her status in the service again. 
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Category: Careers in the Civil Service 
What does transferring from one MAC to another entail? 
A Civil Servant can be transferred from one MAC to another upon the request of the head of 
the supplying MAC. The transferred employee is usually goes to a higher position. The 
details are then worked out through the CSA and other relevant institutions including the 
Ministry of Finance, so that the relevant transfer can be made. 
 
Can a Civil Servant work in multiple Government Institutions at the same time? 
No, a Civil Servant is not allowed to work in more than one Institution simultaneously. 
 
When do transfers occur? 
Transfers are done only on the basis of a vacancy that exists within another ministry, agency 
or commission and not on the basis of dissatisfaction by the Civil Servant. 
 
When can a Civil Servant be transferred? 
 
Can Civil Servants be suspended? 
A Civil Servant cannot be suspended for time indefinite except the issue that leads to the 
suspension is an allegation of fraud, which requires longer investigative period by the 
Ministry of Justice. Other than that, the suspension shall last no longer than 30 days. 
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Category: Capacity Building in the Civil Service 
Are there capacity building programs in the Civil Service? 
Yes. There are four capacity building programs: the Senior Executive Service, President 
Young Professionals, Liberia Emergency Capacity Building Program, and Transfer of 
Knowledge Through Expatriate Nationals. These programs contribute to building capacity in 
the government. 
 
Who is eligible to apply for the capacity building programs? 
Any Liberian citizen both local and abroad, who has met the professional requirements and 
recruitment criteria set forth, is qualified to apply for these programs once vacancies are 
available.  
 
Does a candidate have to live in Liberia to be eligible to be considered for one of the 
capacity building program? 
No. The program is open to Liberians both at home and abroad, as long as they have 
documentation proving their Liberian citizenship. 
 
What are the terms and conditions associated with the capacity building programs? 
The specific terms and conditions vary among the different programs, however, all of them 
are based on contracts that are up for renewal generally each year. 
 
What is the application process for the capacity building programs? 
Interested candidates are invited to apply online or submit their completed applications via 
hard copy to the Civil Service Agency, 63 Carey Street, Monrovia, Liberia. 
 
Can contractors funded by the capacity building programs be absorbed into the regular 
civil service? 
The government is working to integrate those specialists into the regular civil service under 
the core budget.  
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Category: Biometrics 
 
What is Biometrics? 
Biometrics is a software system developed for the removal of duplicates from government’s 
payroll – named: ‘one employee, one file’. It ensures that the every employee has a file. 
 
What does it mean to be ‘Biometrically enrolled’? 
 
How many Civil Servants have enrolled in Biometrics so far? 
The Civil Service Agency is pleased to report that as of February 2014 nearly 95 percent of 
Civil Servants in the 24 small- to medium-sized MACs have been enrolled in Biometrics. 
 
What are ghost workers? 
Ghost are defined as people who are dead but still on the payroll; fictitious names; people 
who have resigned, been fired or gone absent without leave but are still on the payroll; people 
who are employed elsewhere outside of government and still on government payroll; people 
who are on multiple government payrolls. 
 
What is the grade system of the Liberian Civil Service? 
 
Category: Rural Outreach 
Does the Civil Service Agency have offices outside of Monrovia? 
Yes. The Civil Service Agency has an office in Gbarnga, Bong County. 
 
What is the Rural Outreach Initiative of the Civil Service Agency? 
The Rural Outreach Program is intended to ‘take Civil Service to the people’. 
 
 
Category: Rights of Civil Servants 
Are Civil Servants allowed to strike? 
Civil Servants are not allowed to strike according to Section 4506 of the Labor Law. Such 
action is strictly prohibited especially if against the government of the Republic of Liberia. 
 
Can Civil Servants form unions? 
No, according to the Labor Law, Civil Servants are not permitted to form or join unions. 
However, Civil Servants can form an association as permitted under the freedom of 
association law under Article 17 of the Constitution of Liberia. 
 
Category: Misc. 
How are grievances handled in the Civil Service? 
Civil Servants grievances are handled by a constituted board. The complainant must submit a 
formal complaint to the board, who subsequently institutes a hearing involving both the 
complainant and a representative of the institution with which the complainant works, usually 
a supervisor, director or any person designated to represent the institution. 
 
Are appeals possible after grievances? 
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Any Civil Servant who feels that he/she was unfairly treated in any way or manner, consistent 
with the Standing Orders, is eligible for an appeal.  


